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Abstract
We show that a deterministic Turing machine with one d-dimensional work tape and random access to the input cannot solve
satisﬁability in time na for a <
√
(d + 2)/(d + 1). For conondeterministic machines, we obtain a similar lower bound for any a
such that a3 < 1 + a/(d + 1). The same bounds apply to almost all natural NP-complete problems known.
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1. Introduction
Proving time lower bounds for natural problems remains the most difﬁcult challenge in computational complexity.
We know exponential lower bounds on severely restricted models of computation (e.g., for parity on constant depth
circuits) and polynomial lower bounds on somewhat restricted models (e.g., for palindromes on single tape Turing
machines) but no nontrivial lower bounds on general random-access machines. In this paper, we exploit the recent
time-space lower bounds for satisﬁability on general random-access machines to establish new lower bounds of the
second type, namely a time lower bound for satisﬁability on Turing machines with one multidimensional work tape
and random access to the input.
1.1. Lower bounds for satisﬁability
Satisﬁability constitutes the seminal NP-complete problem and is of major practical importance. While we expect
the problem to take time 2(n) in the worst case, the sad state of affairs is that we cannot even rule out the existence of
a linear-time algorithm on a random-access Turing machine.
We do have nontrivial lower bounds on the running time of random-access Turing machines that solve satisﬁability
in sublinear space. We have seen considerable progress on such time-space lower bounds in recent years [9,4,10,5].
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The state-of-the-art is a time lower bound of essentially n for algorithms using subpolynomial space, where  denotes
the golden ratio, about 1.618. More precisely, the following holds:
Theorem 1 (Fortnow and van Melkebeek [5]). Let  .= (√5 + 1)/2 denote the golden ratio. For any constant a < 
there exists a positive constant b such that satisﬁability cannot be solved on a deterministic random-access Turing
machine in time na and space nb.
A nice feature of Theorem 1 is its model independence—the proof works for any reasonable model of computation.
However, the theorem does not yield any lower bounds for algorithms that use linear space, e.g., algorithms that
explicitly store an assignment to the given formula.
An almost quadratic time lower bound for satisﬁability on single tape Turing machines immediately follows from the
quadratic lower bound for palindromes in that model because of the standard efﬁcient translation of any problem in NP
to satisﬁability. This result does not rely on the inherent difﬁculty of satisﬁability, though. It rather exploits an artifact
of the single tape Turing machine model—that the machine has to waste a lot of time in moving its tape head between
both ends of the tape in order to retrieve information about the input. As soon as we include a work tape separate from
the input tape, palindromes can be decided in linear time.
1.2. Our results
We consider models of computation whose power lies between single tape Turing machines and random-access
Turing machines, and establish time lower bounds of the form na where a is a constant larger than 1. Our proofs rely
on the fact that satisﬁability captures nondeterministic computation.
The ﬁrst model we consider is that of a Turing machine with two tapes, namely an input tape and one work tape.
The model is known as the single tape off-line Turing machine, and constitutes the strongest model with two-way
access to the input on which superlinear time lower bounds for natural decision problems were established. Maass et
al. [11] proved a lower bound of (n log n) for a problem in P, and Kannan [8] sketched a lower bound of n1.104 for
satisﬁability. We improve Kannan’s lower bound to na for any constant a <
√
3
2 ≈ 1.224. In fact, our result also holds
if we allow random access to the input.
We generalize our lower bound to the case of Turing machines with a d-dimensional work tape.
Theorem 2 (Main result). For any positive integer d and any constant a<√(d+2)/(d+1), satisﬁability cannot be
solved in time na on a deterministic Turing machine with a d-dimensional work tape and random access to the input.
Dietzfelbinger and Hühne [3] proved a polynomial lower bound in this model but with the additional restriction that
the input tape is one-way. Theorem 2 provides the ﬁrst superlinear time lower bound for Turing machines with a planar
or higher dimensional work tape and random access to the input.
Our approach also applies to conondeterministic algorithms for satisﬁability, or equivalently, to nondeterministic
algorithms for tautologies.
Theorem 3. For any positive integer d and any constant a such that a3 < 1+a/(d +1), satisﬁability cannot be solved
in time na on a conondeterministic Turing machine with a d-dimensional work tape and random access to the input.
The bound in Theorem 3 is somewhat weaker than the one in Theorem 2. Let g(d) denote the solution a > 1
of the equation a3 = 1 + a/(d + 1). The function g(d) lies somewhere between the deterministic bound f (d) .=√
(d + 2)/(d + 1) and h(d) .= (f (d))2/3 = 3√(d + 2)/(d + 1). See Fig. 1 for a plot of these functions.
Time lower bounds for satisﬁability immediately imply time lower bounds for problems to which satisﬁability efﬁ-
ciently reduces.Almost all known natural NP-complete problems translate to satisﬁability in quasilinear (n ·poly log n)
time such that each bit of the translation can be computed in polylogarithmic time on a random-access Turing machine.
As a corollary to Theorems 2 and 3, we can extend our lower bounds to all such problems.
Corollary 1. The lower bounds of Theorems 2 and 3 apply to any problem to which satisﬁability Karp reduces in time
n1+o(1) on a random-access Turing machine such that each bit of the reduction can be computed in time no(1).
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Fig. 1. Plot of the exponent a as a function of the single work tape’s dimension d in the time lower bounds of the form na for satisﬁability: the
deterministic bound f (d), the conondeterministic bound g(d), and the lower bound h(d) = (f (d))2/3 for g(d).
1.3. Our approach
Our starting point is the recent time-space lower bounds for satisﬁability on random-access machines (see [14] for
a survey). The high-level structure of these arguments is that of a proof by indirect diagonalization. We start from the
assumption that satisﬁability has a deterministic algorithm that runs in time t and space s. Since satisﬁability captures
nondeterministic (quasi-)linear time in a very strong sense, we can roughly view our assumption as the inclusion
NTIME(n) ⊆ DTISP(t, s), (1)
where DTISP(t, s) denotes the class of problems that can be solved deterministically in time t and space s simultane-
ously. Then we use (1) to derive more and more unlikely inclusions of complexity classes, up to the point where we
reach a contradiction with a diagonalization result.
A crucial step in the proof of Theorem 1 is an inclusion of the form
DTISP(T , S) ⊆ NTIME(f (T , S)), (2)
where f (T , S)>T , which actually follows from a weaker hypothesis than (1), namely
NTIME(n) ⊆ DTIME(t). (3)
Inclusion (2) describes a speedup of deterministic space bounded computations on nondeterministic machines and is
proved by a combination of the following two arguments.
• We can speed up DTISP(T , S) computations on an alternating machine by breaking up the computation tableau into
b blocks, guessing the conﬁgurations at the b − 1 common boundaries of the blocks, and universally verifying the
computation on each of the blocks of size T/b. This yields the inclusion
DTISP(T , S) ⊆ 2TIME(b · S + T/b).
Applying this idea k times recursively with block numbers b1, b2, . . . , bk , respectively, and exploiting the closure
under complementation of deterministic classes to save about half of the alternations [5], we get
DTISP(T , S) ⊆ k+1TIME
((∑
j
bj
)
· S + T
/(∏
j
bj
))
. (4)
• We can eliminate alternations using hypothesis (3). If t(n) is of the form na for some constant a, (3) allows us to
eliminate one alternation from an alternating computation at the cost of raising the running time to the power a.
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Eliminating all k alternations of the right-hand side of (4) from back to front yields a nondeterministic simulation
running in time f (T , S), where the actual form of f (T , S) depends on a and the choice of b1, b2, . . . , bk .
The proof ofTheorem1 then proceeds as follows. For any smooth bound (n)n, the hypothesis (1) implies an inclusion
of the form NTIME() ⊆ DTISP(T , S). Combining with (2) leads to the conclusion NTIME() ⊆ NTIME(f (T , S)),
which contradicts the nondeterministic time hierarchy theorem as long as f (T , S) = o(). The rest of the proof of
Theorem 1 involves selecting optimal values for the number of alternations k and the block numbers b1, b2, . . . , bk so
as to minimize the function f (T , S).
Now, suppose we try a similar strategy to obtain a time lower bound instead of a time-space lower bound. Thus,
our aim is to derive a contradiction from the hypothesis NTIME(n) ⊆ DTIME(t) where t is of the form t(n) = na
for as large a constant a as possible. Note that we can still exploit the speedup of space bounded computations by
nondeterminism given by (2) since that step only used the hypothesis (3). The problem is to obtain a deterministic
simulation of NTIME() that runs in small space. Such a simulation immediately follows from the stronger hypothesis
(1) but we do not know how to derive it from the weaker hypothesis (3) when the underlying model of computation
allows random memory access. In case of sequential memory access, however, we can use the notion of crossing
sequences [6] to break up the computation into pieces that each run in small space, and then apply (2).
Consider a deterministic computation that takes t steps on a Turing machine with a single work tape and random
access to the input. We can simulate such a computation on an alternating random-access machine as follows: Break
up the tape into b blocks of size t/b each. Guess the crossing sequences at all the block boundaries. By choosing an
appropriate offset for the blocks, we can argue that the total number of crossings we need to guess is no more than b.
Then switch to a universal mode and verify the computation on each of the b blocks given the crossing sequences for
that block. The veriﬁcation for a given block can be performed in time T = t and space S = t/b. This gives us the
time-space bounded computation that is critical for the argument of Theorem 1. We can speed up (the complement of)
that computation as in (4) and obtain a simulation that essentially lives in
k+2TIME
(
b +
( ∑
j1
bj
)
· S + T
/( ∏
j1
bj
))
. (5)
Now, suppose there exists a Turing machine with a single work tape and random access to the input that solves
satisﬁability in time t . Since random-access machines can efﬁciently simulate sequential machines, we have that,
roughly, NTIME(n) ⊆ DTIME(t), so we can eliminate alternations at the cost of a small increase in running time as
before. Using a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain a contradiction to the nondeterministic time
hierarchy theorem for small t . It turns out that k = 1 leads to the strongest results for this approach—we can rule out
running times t(n) up to na for a < 3
√
3
2 .
We can do better by exploiting the following slack in our argument. We modeled the veriﬁcation of any given block
as a computation that takes time T = t and uses space S = t/b. We cannot improve the upper bound T = t for all
blocks since it is possible for the computation to spend all its time in one particular block. On average, though, the time
the computation spends on a block will be much less. We can beneﬁt as follows from the fact that the total time spent
on all blocks together is at most t .
Let ti denote the time spent on block i. At the second existential level of (5), for a given block i, we guess a
conﬁguration after each t/b1 steps the computation spends on block i. Thus, we really only need to guess b1ti/t
conﬁgurations for block i at that level. The total number of conﬁgurations we guess at the second existential level is
therefore bounded by
∑
i b1ti/t = b1. We can as well guess all these b1 conﬁgurations at the ﬁrst existential level.
This saves us one alternation, leading to a simulation that lives in
k+1TIME
(
b +
( ∑
j1
bj
)
· S + T
/( ∏
j1
bj
))
. (6)
Using this improvement, we manage to rule out running times t(n) up to na for a <
√
3
2 .
A more direct way of obtaining a simulation of type (6) is the following. The above veriﬁcation process for all blocks
combined can be executed on a random-access machine in roughly time O(t) and space O(S). Thus, we can transform
a deterministic time t computation on a Turing machine with one work tape and random access to the input into
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(i) nondeterministically guessing an offset and at most b crossings, followed by (ii) a deterministic computation that
runs in time O(t) and space O(S) on a random-access machine. Applying (4) to (ii) results in a simulation of type
(6). Similar strategies to reduce the space complexity for one-tape off-line Turing machine computations have been
considered in the past but either incurred an additional cost in running time due to the use of one-tape off-line Turing
machines for the simulation [7,12], or else involved a nontrivial number of alternations [8].
Our arguments carry over to Turing machines with a d-dimensional work tape and random access to the input, as
well as to conondeterministic machines.
1.4. Organization
In Section 2, we describe the various machine models we consider in this paper, and provide the required technical
details of the known time-space lower bounds for satisﬁability. Section 3 contains the derivation of our main result for
Turing machines with a one-dimensional work tape and random access to the input. In Section 4, we extend that result
to Turing machines with one d-dimensional work tape for arbitrary positive integers d, to conondeterministic Turing
machines, and to NP-complete problems other than satisﬁability.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Machine models
We use two different machine models—one with sequential memory access and one with random memory access.
Both have random read access to the input.
Our main result holds for a sequential memory access model with one d-dimensional work tape for some positive
integer d. The work tape has one tape head. In each computation step, the memory cell under the tape head can be
accessed (read and/or written) and the tape head can be moved to a neighboring memory cell.
Our proofs also make use of machines with random memory access. We model random access using an auxiliary
index tape. An index tape acts as a one-dimensional one-way write-only tape. In any given computation step, the
machine can decide to access the cell indexed by the contents of the auxiliary index tape, after which the auxiliary
index tape is automatically reset.
The random memory access model can simulate the sequential memory access model with a logarithmic overhead
in time.
All notation for complexity classes, e.g., NTIME(t), refers to the random memory access model. We omit explicit
constructibility conditions and other smoothness requirements on time and space bounds. Eventually, we only need to
consider polynomial bounds, which meet all conditions needed.
2.2. Time-space lower bounds for satisﬁability
Weuse a number of ingredients from the known time-space lower bounds for satisﬁability. First, a reduction capturing
the very close relationship between satisﬁability and nondeterministic computation.
Lemma 1 (Cook [2]). There exists a constant c such that for every language L ∈ NTIME() where (n)n, there
exists a reduction from L to satisﬁability that maps an input x of length n to a formulax of length N(n) ·(log (n))c.
Moreover, given x and an index i, the ith bit of x can be computed in time (log (n))c.
Second, we exploit the following crucial ingredient, which quantiﬁes a speedup of deterministic time-space bounded
computations on nondeterministic machines that follows if we can simulate nondeterminism very efﬁciently on deter-
ministic machines.
Lemma 2 (Fortnow and van Melkebeek [5]). Suppose that
NTIME(n) ⊆ DTIME(na)
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for some constant a1. Then for any integer k0 and functions T (n) and S(n),
DTISP(T , S) ⊆ NTIME((T · Sk)ck + (n + S)ak ), (7)
where c0 = 1 and ck+1 = ack/(1 + ck).
Finally, we also use the nondeterministic time hierarchy theorem.
Lemma 3 (Seiferas et al. [13]). Let 1(n) and 2(n) be time bounds. If 1(n + 1) ∈ o(2(n)) then
NTIME(2) ⊆ NTIME(1).
In case 1(n) = ne1 and 2(n) = ne2 where e1 and e2 are positive constants, Lemma 3 implies that nondeterministic
machines can do strictly more in time 2 than in time 1 if e2 > e1 [1].
3. Result for one-dimensional tapes
In this section, we derive our time lower bound for satisﬁability on deterministic machines with a one-dimensional
work tape and random access to the input. We refer to Section 1.3 of the introduction for the intuition behind the
derivation and follow the direct approach discussed at the end of that section.
The proof goes by contradiction. We start from the hypothesis that satisﬁability can be solved by a machine M with
one work tape and random access to the input in time na for some constant a1. We then argue that for a <
√
3
2 , this
hypothesis leads to a contradiction with the nondeterministic time hierarchy theorem.
Let L be a language in NTIME() for some smooth function (n)n which we will specify later. Let x be an input
of length n and x the Boolean formula of length N(n) · (log (n))c that captures the membership of x to L, as
given by Lemma 1. We decide the membership of x to L by simulating M on input x on a random-access machine.
Since each bit of x can be computed on the ﬂy in time poly log , the running time of the simulation is at most a factor
poly log  times the running time of simulating M on x when x is given as input.
Consider the computation of M on input x . Since M runs in time at most t
.= Na , M cannot access any memory
cells outside the initial segment of length t . We break up this initial segment into b + 1 consecutive blocks of roughly
equal size S, and number the blocks 0 through b. More precisely, all blocks except possibly blocks 0 and b contain
exactly S cells, and blocks 0 and b contain no more than S cells. See Fig. 2, where f denotes the number of cells in
block 0.
Note that f and S fully determine the blocks. The value of b is essentially equal to t/S; more precisely, t/S−1b <
t/S + 1. The parameter S will be set later. We now determine a value for f .
For a given partition into blocks, the computation of M induces a crossing sequence at the boundary of any two
consecutive blocks. The crossing sequence at a given boundary consists of a collection of records, one for each time
the tape head crosses that boundary. The record corresponding to a particular crossing contains the time step of the
crossing, its location on the tape, and the internal state of M as well as the conﬁguration of the index tape for the input
at the time of the crossing. Note that each crossing record involves O(log t) bits of information.
Let Xf denote the list of all crossings over all the block boundaries for a given value of f (and S). By choosing
the offset f appropriately, we can ensure that Xf contains no more than b + 1 crossings. This is because the sets Xf ,
1f S, form a partition of the collection of all crossings (over all boundaries between consecutive memory cells)
t
f <= S S S S <= S
0 1 2 b0 -1 b0
Fig. 2. Breaking up the work tape.
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during the computation. Since there can be at most one crossing per time step, the total number of crossings is no more
than t . By averaging, there exists an offset f , 1f S, such that Xf contains no more than t/Sb + 1 crossings.
Once we know f and Xf , we can break up the computation of M into b + 1 independent parts, namely one for each
block. We can check the correctness of Xf by verifying, for each block i, the consistency of the left end and the right
end crossings. The veriﬁcation process for block i involves the following:
• If i > 0 and there is no crossing record for the left boundary, then accept if there is no crossing record for the right
boundary either and reject otherwise.
• Initialize block i as empty.
• Start from the time, internal state of M , and contents of the index tape as speciﬁed in the ﬁrst crossing record for the
left boundary (which for i = 0 default to time 0, M’s initial state, and an empty index tape, respectively). Simulate
M up to the point where M either halts or leaves block i. In case M halts, accept if M accepts and reject otherwise.
If not, verify that the current time, internal state of M , and contents of the index tape are as speciﬁed in the next
crossing record for the boundary being crossed (which defaults to the ﬁrst crossing record in case of crossing the
right boundary). Reject if there is no such record or if there is no consistency.
• If there is no next crossing record for the same boundary that was just crossed, accept if there are no further crossing
records for the other boundary either and reject otherwise. If there is a next crossing record for the same boundary,
then continue the process in the previous step starting from that record.
If we require the crossing sequences in Xf to be ordered by boundary from left to right, and within a given boundary
by increasing time stamp, the veriﬁcation process for a given block i can be executed in time O(ti · logO(1) t) and space
O(S + log t) on a random access Turing machine, where ti denotes the time M spends on block i. Thus, given f and
Xf , the overall veriﬁcation process runs in time T = O(t logO(1) t) and space O(S + log t) on a random access Turing
machine. By incorporating some clocking, we can make sure the same holds for every f and list of crossings X.
Let us denote by AcceptM(x, f,X) the predicate that the tests for all blocks i are passed on input x, offset f , and
list of crossings X. By the above, we can decide membership of x to L by evaluating the following condition:
(∃ offset 1f S)(∃ set X of at most b crossings)AcceptM(x, f,X). (8)
We now analyze how efﬁciently we can evaluate (8) on a nondeterministic random access machine based on our
hypothesis. In order to simplify the expressions, we neglect multiplicative factors of the form logO(1) t .
Since AcceptM(x, f,X) involves a DTISP(T , S) computation on an input of length O(n + b), Lemma 2 allows us
to transform (8) into a nondeterministic computation running in time
O(b + (T · Sk)ck + (n + b + S)ak ) (9)
for any integer k0. We obtain a contradiction with the nondeterministic time hierarchy theorem provided (9) is
o((n − 1)/poly log (n)). Our goal now is to select the parameters in such a way that we obtain that contradiction for
values of a as large as possible.
Recall that T = t , S = t/b, and t = a . Setting b = t for some constant  ∈ (0, 1) and letting (n) = ne for a
sufﬁciently large constant e, we obtain the contradiction we seek as long as
a · max((1 + k(1 − ))ck, ak, (1 − )ak) < 1. (10)
The ﬁrst interesting value of k is k = 1. For k = 1, requirement (10) simpliﬁes to
a2 · max(1 − /2, ) < 1,
for which the optimal choice of  = 23 leads to the bound a <
√
3
2 .
Further calculations show that values of k2 do not lead to better bounds on a. By dropping the ﬁrst component of
the maximum expression in (10), the optimal setting of  = 12 leads to the necessary condition that ak+1 < 2, which is
stricter than a <
√
3
2 for k > 2. For k = 2, dropping the second term of the maximum expression in (10) and setting
 optimally to  = 1 − 1/a results in the necessary condition a2 < 1. Thus, the result claimed in the statement of
Theorem 2 for d = 1 is the best we can get using our approach.
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4. Extensions
In this section, we extend the result from the previous section for machines with a one-dimensional work tape to
machines with a d-dimensional work tape for arbitrary positive integers d. We also derive a similar lower bound for
conondeterministic machines, and argue that all our bounds apply to NP-complete problems other than satisﬁability.
4.1. Multi-dimensional tapes
We follow the proof outline of Section 3. We assume that satisﬁability can be solved on a machine M with one
d-dimensional tape and random access to the input in time na for some constant a1, and argue that this assumption
leads to a contradiction with the nondeterministic time hierarchy theorem for a <
√
(d + 2)/(d + 1).
We now break up each tape dimension into b parts. The number of blocks becomes bd ; the number of possible offsets
f as well as the space occupied by a single block becomes S = (t/b)d .
There still exists a choice for the offset f such that the set of crossings Xf is of size at most b. The averaging
argument can be modiﬁed as follows. Any given crossing that occurs during the computation of M can appear in up
to (t/b)d−1 of the sets Xf . This is because the crossing ﬁxes the component of f in the dimension of the crossing but
leaves the remaining d − 1 components of f free. Thus, we get the inequality∑f |Xf | t · (t/b)d−1. Since there are
(t/b)d possible offsets, this implies that there exists at least one offset f for which |Xf |b.
With these modiﬁed parameters, (8) still holds, as well as the bound (9). Using the same settings as before, condition
(10) generalizes to
a · max((1 + kd(1 − ))ck, ak, d(1 − )ak) < 1. (11)
For k = 1, the ﬁrst interesting value for k, (11) becomes
a2 · max((1 + d(1 − ))/2, , d(1 − )) < 1,
for which the optimal choice of  = (d + 1)/(d + 2) leads to the bound a < √(d + 2)/(d + 1).
Again, k = 1 turns out to give the best results. This can be seen as follows. Dropping the ﬁrst term in the maximum
expression in (11) and setting  optimally to  = d/(d + 1) leads to the necessary condition that ak+1d/(d + 1) < 1,
which is more stringent than a <
√
(d + 2)/(d + 1) for k > 1 and d2.
Note that a sufﬁcient strengthening of Theorem 2 for general dimension d would imply a time lower bound for
satisﬁability on multi-tape Turing machines. This follows from the well-known simulation of a k-tape Turing machine
running in time t on a Turing machine with one d-dimensional work tape in time O(t d
√
t) [15].
4.2. Conondeterministic machines
The argument used in the proof of Theorem 2 can be modiﬁed for conondeterministic instead of deterministic
machines.
There are two key modiﬁcations. The ﬁrst one is the use of the following diagonalization result instead of the
nondeterministic time hierarchy theorem given in Lemma 3.
Lemma 4. Let (n) be a time bound.
coNTIME() ⊆ NTIME(o()).
Thus, assuming there exists a conondeterministic Turing machine with one d-dimensional work tape and random
access to the input that solves satisﬁability in time t(n) = na , we aim for a contradiction to Lemma 4 by showing that
an arbitrary language L ∈ coNTIME() can be simulated on a nondeterministic machine in time o().
We can decide L by evaluating the predicate (8), in which the matrix AcceptM now involves a NTISP(T , S) com-
putation (instead of DTISP(T , S)) on an input of length O(n + b log t). The second key modiﬁcation is that we apply
the following lemma instead of Lemma 2 to speed up the computation of AcceptM .
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Lemma 5 (Fortnow and van Melkebeek [5]). Suppose that
NTIME(n) ⊆ coNTIME(na)
for some constant a1. Then for any integer k0 and functions T (n) and S(n),
NTISP(T , S) ⊆ NTIME((T · Sk)gk + (n + S)a2k ),
where g0 = 1 and gk+1 = a2gk/(1 + agk).
After applying Lemma 5, (8) turns into a nondeterministic algorithm for deciding L that runs in time
b + (T · Sk)gk + (n + b + S)a2k (12)
times a term of the form poly log t . We obtain a contradiction with Lemma 4 provided (12) is o(/poly log ). Setting
the parameters as before, we get this contradiction as long as there exists an integer k0 and a constant  ∈ (0, 1)
such that
a · max((1 + kd(1 − ))gk, a2k, d(1 − )a2k) < 1. (13)
For k = 1, (13) becomes
a3 · max((1 + d(1 − ))/(1 + a), , d(1 − )) < 1,
for which the optimal setting of  = (d + 1)/(a + d + 1) leads to the condition that a3 < 1 + a/(d + 1).
Once again, we do not obtain stronger results for higher values of k, as can be seen as follows. Dropping the ﬁrst
term in the maximum expression of (13) and setting  optimally to  = d/(d + 1) leads to the necessary condition
a2k+1 < 1 + 1/d , which is more stringent than a3 < 1 + a/(d + 1) for k > 1 and d1.
4.3. NP-Complete problems other than satisﬁability
We now sketch a proof of Corollary 1.
Let A be a language to which satisﬁability reduces under a Karp reduction R that runs in time n1+o(1) on a random
access machine such that each bit of the reduction can be computed in time no(1) on a random access machine. Note
that the latter computation can be simulated in time no(1) on a Turing machine with one work tape and random access
to the input. Suppose that there is a Turing machine M with a d-dimensional work tape and random access to the
input that solves A in time t(n). Then we can construct a Turing machine N of the same type that solves satisﬁability
as follows: On input x, N simulates M on input R(x) by interleaving the cells of M’s work tape by no(1) auxiliary
cells in one dimension of N’s work tape. Each time M needs access to a bit of R(x), N uses the no(1) auxiliary cells
around the cell corresponding to N’s tape head location to compute the required bit of R(x) from scratch. The resulting
simulation N runs in time t(n1+o(1)) · no(1). The statement of Theorem 2 then rules out that t(n)na for constant
a <
√
(d + 2)/(d + 1).
The proof of Theorem 3 carries over in a similar way.
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